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Sri Lanka’s South Coast hides a stunning colonial four-
bedroom villa owned by British textile designer and 
founder of interiors and lifestyle company Tallentire 

House, Lindsay Taylor

the housein the tropics Words by KINITA SHENOY
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the name meant “Sugar House”.  When they found 
out ‘sakara’ didn’t mean much in the local Sinhala, it 
was too late and the name had already become part 
of the house’s identity.

Home to designer Lindsay Taylor and her family 
of four, the sprawling four-bedroom villa is an essay 
in subtle sartorial interiors. The lush property is also 
home to a gentle jungle of banana plants, thambili 
coconut trees, mahogany, beautiful gnarled 
frangipani or araliya, and a stunning, large stone-tiled 
pool to immerse yourself in during the steamy 
tropical intermonsoon. 

Lindsay and her family fell in love with Sri Lanka’s 
southern coast in 2011 on a holiday from Namibia, 
where they lived for almost eight years. The property 
was discovered by Lindsay a few months later, when 
she returned, alone on a whirlwind 10-day mission, 
determined to buy one of the old abandoned seaside 
homes and infuse it with new meaning. 

The original body of this property caught her eye; 
the internal courtyard, the intact carved old wooden 
doors dating back to the 1950s, the verdant tropical 
garden, and the lovely old village it was set in. Calling 
it her “diamond in the rough”, Lindsay spent almost 
a year loving, refurbishing and extending whole areas 
of the original structure, whilst trying to maintain 
key elements such as the 13-inch wide walls made of 
coral. Despite the extent of the work involved, the 
house feels organically constructed – almost as 
though it had always been that way. “I was led by the 
existing design of the house – and I wanted to 
maintain its integrity”, she explained.

A stroll around the house will introduce you to 
some of the villa’s most striking features – the 
poolside ambalama or open leisure area, high dark 
teak ceilings, handcarved wooden transoms and 
windows, and the unmissable antique copper pot 
and teal water feature enthroned in the inner 
courtyard. Throughout the house, Lindsay’s own 
designs are juxtaposed with carefully curated pieces 
from across the globe, gathered during her travels 
and stays.

Her other property, the Tallentire House store, 
takes pride of place in the Galle Fort’s main shopping 
avenue Pedlar Street; a beautifully-appointed soft 
furnishing and loungewear store, featuring timeless, 
often understated, designs. As Lindsay is a firm 
believer in the preservation of craft, the store employs 
artisans across India in production and a team of 
women in the local neighbourhood for final stitching 
and patternmaking.

As a lifestyle store, Tallentire House is home to a 
variety of materials, including minimalist, functional 
ceramics that feature elements Scandinavian design, C
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There’s a whispering magic in the 
colonial houses peppering Sri 
Lanka’s Southern shoreline. 

Despite being one of the country’s 
most popular tourist destinations, the 

Galle to Matara coast plays secretive host to 
numerous turn-of-the-century properties. 

Often left in disrepair during the island’s 
decades-long civil war, many of these 
rambling, sleepy, whitewashed villas 

have been renovated and brought back to 
life of late. 

A half hour drive past the iconic Galle Fort, 
you’ll find yourself cruising along Ahangama, a 
coastal village that embraces the impossible blues of 
the Laccadive Sea. Nestled within palm-fringed 
gardens, Sakara House is perfectly positioned for 
deep rest and relaxation – or even a bout of surfing, 
if that’s more your speed. The name itself was 
birthed in a comical misunderstanding with a local 
tuk tuk driver, resulting in the proprietors believing 
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all handmade locally. The core collection of screen 
printed 100% cotton fabrics is available in different 
weights, and is used to make clothing, tablewear and 
clothing that is perfect for the tropics – low on 
maintenance and upkeep. You’ll find the distinct 
fabrics in chic high-end boutique hotels down the 
coast, from Tri Lanka to The Boat House in 
Dickwella. The timeless printed designs are curated 
in a wide variety of chromatic combinations, 
allowing customers to mix together complimentary 
designs as they wish. In store, the prints aren’t the 
only star – there’s also a collection of handwoven and 
embroidered throws, shawls, and cushions.

For Lindsay, Tallentire House is a celebration of 
grassroots artisans as much as it is contemporary 
design, and her collections have amassed a following 
amongst people who appreciate the craft in a piece of 
work that has taken weeks or months to create, and 
will continue to appreciate that piece in their home 
for years or even decades to come. This is rooted in 
her ethos of “buy less and buy better”, a nod to the 
sustainable practices she is committed to.

The relationship between her home and Tallentire 
House are abundantly clear – Lindsay’s devotion to 
the tropical ‘inside-outside’ lifestyle has informed the 

loose, clean lines of the clothing line, and the 
vibrancy and ease of the interior fabrics. The patterns 
themselves are rooted in the most fleeting of 
inspirations – a shock of colour seen in Morocco, an 
intricate wrought iron gate seen from the vantage 
point of a tuk tuk. As a graduate of London’s Chelsea 
School of Arts, Lindsay studied textiles and pursued 
it as a business with childhood friend and famous 
former ballerina, Darcy Bussell, called Bussell & 
Taylor. While the eponymous business isn’t in 
production anymore, Lindsay’s penchant for 
thoughtful, hand-crafted materials continues 
through Tallentire House. 

The heart of both her home and the store lie 
within Lindsay’s love for unusual design 
collaborations – whether that’s working with a group 
of sodha women in the Kutch Desert producing 
unique embroidered wall panels, or a retired 
boatbuilder in Ahangama producing minimalist 
lamps. This ongoing conversation between vibrant 
design and functionality results in homeware and 
clothing made for easy living. In her celebration of 
craft and artistry, Lindsay Taylor creates fabrics that 
speak to the traverser of the tropics – in Sri Lanka 
and beyond.  

“ B U Y  L E S S  A N D  B U Y  B E T T E R ” ,  A  N O D  T O  T H E 
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